Collaboration and Sharing in Education
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CASE— What is happening ?
**Action Planning for 2022/ 2023 will take place in May**

A project supported by the
European Union’s
PEACE IV Programme, managed
by the
Special EU Programmes Body
(SEUPB).

Twitter
TPL
Our TPL sessions
continue to be very
popular in these
challenging times.

Please keep checking in
with the CASE website
for full up to date details
Teacher Professional
Learning (TPL)
programme | CASE
(sharededucation.org.uk)

Please remember that you can get all the latest news, views and wellbeing support by
following us on Twitter
If your school also uses Twitter and you haven't yet told us, please inform your Development
Officer so we can follow you

We reached over 1000 followers at the beginning of March
and it is still climbing

With all of our partnerships in the north and south continuing to face
challenging times we are so appreciative of the amazing staff who seek to give
their pupils the best shared education experience they can.

Around the partnerships...
St. Mary’s PS Banbridge and Abercorn PS

Anti Bullying
Primary 5 pupils
came together to
showcase the shared
activities that had
been carried out.
Pupils considered the
qualities they would
like to see in each
other and in their
partner school.
Each school
presented their ideas
on one half of a
heart, and these
were joined together
to form a full heart
when pupils met.
The pupils recorded
some inspirational
qualities that they
felt were important
such as being
respectful, inclusive
and mindful.
Both schools are
looking forward to
continuing with
shared activities
throughout the rest
of the year.

Forest Schools
and Shared
Education
“As teachers we
often feel nervous
when the success
criteria have not
been planned out
and structured
neatly on the
board or when
there isn’t a piece
of paper-based
evidence to show
what the child has
achieved.

However, in this
experience,
direction and
scaffolding had the
potential to
suffocate the
ability and passion
for learning that
every child is born
with. Every child in
our partnership
reported feeling
challenged at
some point yet all
were observed
engaging joyfully
in their learning.”

Around the partnerships...
Kirkinriola PS and St. Paul’s PS Ahoghill
As is well known, Northern Ireland has
a contested past, and many children in
Northern Ireland live in the same area
but attend different schools from the
local children who are from ‘the other’
religious background.

Shared Education occurs when schools
from different sectors come together in
local partnerships with the objective of
providing enhanced educational outcomes for all young people through collaborative working.
This partnership decided that outdoor
learning in a park and in a Forest School
setting would be the best locations in
which to undertake this important
work.

A key objective of the session in the
park was to ensure that any tasks or
equipment used were unfamiliar to all
pupils. This ensured that pupils in the
schools began on a level footing and
any anxieties around the challenge of a
new task were also shared.
Therefore, Richard Gamble, an
orienteering provider from
www.britishorienteering.org.uk was
engaged. Richard set up an excellent
course in the People’s Park.
The teams to be made up of pupils
from all the schools and adults were
positioned strategically throughout the
site to support pupil interactions and
promote successful completion of the
course.

Around the partnerships...
St. Matthews Primary School and Nettlefield Primary School
So much going on

This partnership
decided that they
were not going to
let the virus get in
the way of the
work that is so
important to their
pupils.
They continued to
work online and
across a variety
of curricular
areas.
These are
examples of
their
Numeracy —
working with
money and
finding 3D
shapes outside.

Summary
The pupils have all
enjoyed learning
collaboratively
online.
The pupils will
share their
experience of the
novels they are
reading as part of
the Accelerated
Reader programme
and also to develop
their PDMU
project on
mindfulness
together.
Some of the
teachers have
registered for the
Outdoor Play TPL
which will support
their joint planning
of their Outdoor
Play programme
for foundation
pupils in term 3.
Coding is a new
element of their
Shared Education
programme for this
year and the pupils
are really excited
to share their
knowledge and
experience of this
together.

Around the partnerships...
St. Patrick’s PS, St Ciaran’s PS and Bushvalley PS

On the ground

Around the partnerships...

“I feel the programme has been
very successful
thus far. It has
been great to be
able to get back to
face-to-face meet
ups and all the
children are
looking forward to
seeing each other
again.”

Hardy Memorial PS Richhill and St. Patrick’s PS Armagh

“Teachers have
planned excellent
programmes using
Google Classroom
and joint outings
and activities. They
have used their
knowledge of
Shared Education
over the past few
years to design
programmes
which enhance
learning for all
pupils. I am
looking forward to
hearing about how
the partnership
develops.”

Summary
As part of their
Shared Education
programme this year,
pupils are focusing on
biodiversity. Their
initial foray was to
observe and record
nature in the outdoor
shared learning
space. In partnership
with the Organic
Centre in Rossinver,
they mapped and
measured the space
where they would
later plant their
trees. This tied in
with their Maths
curriculum where
they were learning to
observe, calculate
and record. On
March 23 both
schools finally got to
plant a tree for every
pupil and teacher in
the schools. As well
as being part of their
biodiversity study, the
tree-planting was part
of the follow up to
their engagement in
‘Share the Walk’
which they undertook
in 2020/21,
committing
themselves to
planting trees as a
contribution to
helping the
environment. All
pupils were very excited that each tree
planted would carry
their name for generations to come.

Around the partnerships...
Ballaghmeehan National School and Masterson National School

TPL Deepening
Online Learning for
Collaborative
Education ( DOLCE)
This was planned to
extend teachers’
experience in using
ICT to strengthen
shared education
partnerships by
helping them move
from the exchange of
information towards
closer collaboration.
This meant exploring
how the tools in
google classroom
could be used to
increase pupil
interaction and help
them create
knowledge.

The presentation
which features in this
article show just how
far teachers went in
achieving these aims;
we know that
frequency of contact
between pupils is a
critical factor in
building trust and that
it is ICT which makes
this possible.
What we can add now
is that understanding
how collaborative
tools work in practice
is giving the pupils a
deeper sense of
working together, a
skill for now and in
the future.

TPL—DOLCE
Deepening Online Learning for Collaborative
Education

TPL
Google Suite
‘Ballycarrickmaddy PS
and St. Patrick’s PS
are engaging in
Shared Education
2021/22 through
online collaboration
using G-Suite.
We have used Google
Jamboard for ‘Ice
Breaker’ activities to
identify
similarities.
Online activities on
the topic “Healthy
Lifestyles” used
‘Google Meet’ for
some face to face
collaboration and
recorded shared
learning through
Google Slides to teach
basic skills in Rugby/
Gaelic.
Once back to shared
lessons in person,
post COVID
restrictions, we will
continue to expand
the contact time between schools
through Google
Suite.

Around the partnerships...
Ballycarrickmaddy PS and St Patrick’s PS Aghacommon

St Columb's Moville, Scoil Mhuire Gleneely and Donagh NS

With a focus on outdoor learning
the schools involved needed to upskill and be prepared for eventualities that could occur when having
pupils in the great outdoors so they
decided best to do it together as
the skills could be called on at any
meet up.

All staff attended a joint First Aid
course focused on dealing with issues when engaged in outdoor
learning. This had to be postponed
prior to Christmas due to COVID
restrictions so it was a fantastic
meet-up for all the staff involved
who have worked together across
the partnership since 2018.

Staff were trained in areas such as
wounds and bleeding, head injuries,
defibrillators, fractures etc. and were
given different scenarios to discuss
(indoors and outdoors) and the importance of risk assessments and
planning ahead in case of an emergencies.

From everyone involved in CASE Peace IV we would like to wish
you a restful and peaceful Easter break
News to come on







Action Planning
Budgeting
Mainstreaming
Monitoring
Conference
Recording the
story of CASE

Please take time to look
after yourselves, your
colleagues and families

